where s,k is called the entry in the (k, j&position of T.
From definitions above, we can show that an additive sequence of permutations of order 2r + 1 and length n is equivalent to 2r + 1 additive triangles of size n with entries from X' such that each integer of X1 is the entry s]k, k = 1,2;*., n; j = 1,2;.., n + 1 -k, of exactly one of them [15] . Each triangle Ai of a DTS determines an additive triangle of size IZ whose entries are s,k = ai j+k -aij, k = 1,2;*., n; j = 1,2;..,n + 1 -k, called a difference triangle of Ai with n = J. Following the construction for perfect systems of difference sets with ASP, we describe a method to obtain DTS from known DTS and ASP.
Let U,,.,*, U2r+ 1 be the additive triangles corresponding to an additive sequence of permutations of order 2r + 1 and length n = 1. For i = 1,2;.+, I and j = 1,2;.., 2r + 1, define additive triangles 7; + L$ as follows: for k = 1,2;.., J and p = 1,2;.*, J + 1 -k, the entry in the (k, p&position of q + q is (2r + 1)s: + s,", where Ti has entry s," and q has entry s," in the (k, p)-position. The resulting ml additive triangles Ti + q correspond to a new (tZ, J)-DTS with t = 2r + 1 and m = tm, + r, where m, is the maximum element of (I, J)-DTS. For a similar proof, see 1121, [15] .
Example 2: An ASP of order 5 and length 4 is as follows:
x' = (-2, -l,O, 1,2, x2 = (0,1,2, -2, -11, x3 = (2, -2, -l,O, l), and X4 = (-l,O, 1,2, -2). It is known that there are a (3,4)-DTS with m, = 32 and a (4,4)-DTS with m, = 41. Therefore, we have a (15,4)-DTS with m = 162 and a (20,4)-DTS with m = 207. New results on M(Z, J) obtained with this construction are also given in Table I . The best known results are included for comparison.
IV. CONCLUSION
With the disjoint difference sets formed from the lines of Euclidean geometries and difference families, and additive sequence of permutations, we present further results on the size of difference triangle sets. With these results, we can construct better convolutional self-orthogonal codes. DTS and related DDS have some applications. The results can be extended to apply to other applications [4] , [6] .
Denote by E" the space of n-dimensional vectors over the Galois field GF(2). Let an [n, n -r]R code be a binary linear code of length n, codimension r, and covering radius R. An [n, n -r]R code is an (n -r)-dimensional subspace of E". The covering radius of an [n, II -r(C)]R code C is the least integer R such that the space E" is covered by spheres of radius R whose centers are codewords. The density of this covering is denoted by &a, R, C) and is defined as follows: p(n, R,C) p 2"-'(') 2" This parameter characterizes a quality of the covering. Let U be an infinite family of codes with covering radius R, and let U, be a code with length n of this family. For the family U, we consider the following asymptotic parameter [9] :
ii(R,U) 2 liminf p(n, R,U,).
(1.2) n-m,lJneu Further, we use the notation p(R) instead of p( R, U) because the family U is defined by context.
The length function Z(r, R) [3] is the smallest length of a binary linear code with codimension r and covering radius R.
For the family of the [Zr -1,2' -1 -r]l Hamming codes with R = 1, we have p(l) = 1. Infinite families of binary linear codes with R 2 2 are considered, e.g., in [3] , [5] , 171, [9] , [lo] , [16] . Tables of upper bounds on Z(r, R) are given in [l] and [3] . The constructions DS (direct sum) and ADS (amalgamated direct sum) for covering codes are described in [lo] . Other constructions of covering codes are proposed in [7] . They use a starting code to generate an infinite code family.
In this work we modify a construction from [7] and generate infinite families of codes with covering radii R = 2,3,4 having better parameters than known families. Thus we improve upper bounds on l(r, R). The constructed codes are normal as defined in [lo] .
In Section II, we give the general form of a covering code parity-check matrix proposed in [7] . We call this form "Construction A." In order to obtain a real matrix from the general form, one should design some submatrix and some set of field elements. In Sections III-V, for R = 2,3,4, we propose a number of techniques for design of this submatrix and this set and obtain code families. We constructed in Examples 3.1, 4.2, and 5.5 infinite families of [n, n -r]R codes with parameters: R = 2, r = 2t, t 2 4, n = 27 X 2'-4 -1 p(2) = 1.4238, ' (1.3) R = 3, r = 3t -1, t 2 14, n = 821 X 2'-' -1, F(3) = 1.3744, (1.4) R = 4, r = 4t -2, t 2 16, n = 991 x 2'-9 -1, p(4) = 2.3392.
(1.5)
In Section VI we give in Table I the new upper bounds on l(r, R) for r I 64, R = 2,3,4, and new upper bounds on l(r, R) for r = 21,28, R = 5.
II. DEFINITION, NOTATIONS, AND CONSTRUCTION A
Here all matrices and columns are binary. An upper index in the notation of a matrix (column) is the number of binary rows (components) in it, except for the symbol of transposition tr. An element h of GF(2m) written as an element of a binary matrix 50  1279 c  205  a4  51  1727  255  d  93  52  2559 c  308 d  125  53  3455  383  150  54  5119 c  511 d  174  55  6911  618  190  56  10239 c  767  238  57  13823  820  301  58  20479  c  1215  349  59  27647  1535  381  60   40959 c  1642  477  61   55295  2431  605  62  a1919  c  3071  701  63   163833   c   4863  894  221183  6143  990  327679  '  6574  1246   442367  9727  1533   655359  '  12287  1790   884735  13150  1982   1310719  u^  19455  2494   1769471  24575  3038  2621439  '  26271  3581  3538943  38911  3965 (column) denotes the m-dimensional column vector that is the binary representation of h. For definiteness, h = h, cxymml + ... +h,a + h, = (h, ... h, hI)f', where hi E GF(2), i = 1, m, and (Y is a primitive element of GF(2m). We assume that formally the number of summands of a column sum may be equal to zero and then we treat this sum to be equal to the zero column.
Fact 2.1 (51: The covering radius of a binary linear code of codimension r with a parity check matrix H is the least integer R such that any binary column of length r is a sum of at most R columns of H. Definition 2.1: Let C be a binary linear [Q, Q -SIR code of length Q, codimension s, covering radius R, with a parity-check matrix @'. Let I be an integer, R 2 1 2 0. Let 1 have the following properties: for any binary column r of length s (including the zero column), there exists an integer z(n) such that R 2 z(r) 2 1, and the column v can be represented by a sum of z(r) distinct columns of the matrix as. By definition, a sum of 0 colu&s is treated as the zero column. Then this code C is called an R, l-object of the space EQ and is denoted by a [Q, Q -SIR, 1 code. A [Q, Q -SIR, 1 code with 1 > 0 is also a [Q, Q -SIR, I, code with I, = 0, l;.., 1 -1.
Remark 2.1: The R, I-objects are a subclass of the R, l-subsets introduced in [7, p. 3211. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 40, NO. 4, JULY 1994 Clearly, a [Q, Q -s]R code is always a [Q, Q -s]R, 0 code. by context. Obviously, R I h(W, 1; K) I Q. If h(@', 1; K) = Q, But if 1 > 0, then the structure of the code parity-check matrix i.e., every subset contains one column, then the partition K is answers the question: can the [Q, Q -SIR code be treated as a called trivial.
[Q, Q -SIR, 1 code?
We consider also the following minimum over all partitions: Example 2. I: We consider the following parity-check matrices: h(aS, 1) p min h(@', 1; K). (2.7) Example 2.4: For the matrix @i of (2.2), the trivial partition K, gives h(@& 1; K,) = 5. The following partition K, is (3,0)-sufficient: {~1},{ (pZ},{(p3, (p4, cp,] . We have h(@z, 0; K,) = 3 < 5.
For the matrix a5 of (2.3), the trivial partition K, gives h(@, 2;K,) = 7. The following partition K, is (3,1)-sufficient: {cpi}, i = 1,2,6,7, {(p3, (p4, cps}. Here h(@, 1; K,) = 5 < 7.
Remark 2.3: The number of subsets h(@", 1; K) is equal to the chromatic number h(J) of graph I(J) considered in 17, Section 3, Remark 11.
Let 0" be a zero matrix with s rows. The number of columns in 0" is determined by context. We introduce matrices PR(b) with b E GF(2m) U {*}: cpi E GF(27), i = 1,9. (2.4)
Here (0000000)" = qo, + (p2 + po,, 'pi = (p2 + (ps, (p2 = 'pi + ~9, ~9 = CP~ + ~2, pi = Pi + '~1 + (~2 + (PS> i = 34.
where A4 = 2"; ej E GF(2"), ejb" E GF(2"), j = 1, M, u = 1, R -1; b' is the ith power of b; Om(R-l) is the zero m(R -1) X M matrix; e, # ej if i f j, i, j E 11, M} (i.e., k,;.., eM} = GF(2")). The element b is called an indicator of matrix BmR(b).
We consider the general form of a covering code parity-check matrix construction proposed in 171. Here we call it "Construction A." Definition 2.2: Let 0' be a parity-check matrix of a binary linear [Q, Q -SIR, 1 code of length Q, codimension s, covering radius R. A partition K of the column set of the matrix @" into nonempty subsets is called (R, Z)-sufficient if for any binary column v of length s, there exists an integer z(n) such that R 2 z(r) 2 1 and the column r can be represented by a sum of z(a) columns of as from distinct subsets. No two columns from the same subset should occur in this sum. We denote by h(W, 1; K) the number of subsets in an (R, I)-Let K be an (R, I,)-sufficient partition of the column set of Cp" sufficient partition K for a matrix Cp". The value of R is defined into h(W,l,; K) subsets. A izew code V is an [n,n -r]R,,l THEORY, VOL. 40, NO. 4, JULY 1994 1273 code of covering radius R, with a parity-check matrix H:(K) which has the following construction:
where m 2 1 is an integer; E is an index of matrices DemR and H;(K);
DpR is an mR x N(m) matrix (its structure and the number of columns N(m) are defined separately); OS is the zero s X N(m) matrix; and PS(pi) is an s X 2" matrix with equal columns cp,, i.e., P"(cp,> = [cpi ... cpi]. The assignment of indicators bj depends on the partition K in the following way: if columns cpi and 4 from @' belong to distinct subsets of the partition K, then the inequality b, z bj should be true; if columns cp, and pt belong to the same subset of K, then we are free to assign the equality b, = b, or the inequality b, # 6,.
Note that for the trivial partition K, all indicators bi should be distinct, i.e., bi # bj if i # j. Note also that the index E is useful to distinguish variants of matrices DEmR and Hi(K).
Denote by /3 the set of indicators of the matrices RmR(bi> in (2.10): p 2 6 {bi}.
( 2.11) i=l Construction A defines the general form of the parity-check matrix of a new code K To obtain a concrete matrix from the general form in (2.10), we should construct submatrix DpR and give the set of indicators /3 and the value of parameter m. These problems are considered in detail in Sections III-V for codes with R = 2,3,4.
Directly from the construction in (2.10) it follows that the new [n, n -r]R,, 1 code V has codimenison r = s + mR, length IZ = 2"Q + N(m), where N(m) is the number of columns in submatrix DemR, and covering radius R, 2 R. In Sections III-V, we design submatrix DemR and set /I such that the equality R, = R holds.
Without going into detail, note that indicator set p and bounds for the m value will be designed by one of the following ways:
Case Al.
/~LGF(~'?u{*I\T,
(2.12)
Case A2:
Here T is some set, and ITI is the cardinal@ of T. We will give T for every concrete situation (see Theorems 3.1-5.1). For Case A2, we must use all elements of the set GF(2m) U { *) \ T as indicators b. We use Construction A iteratively. We can use a parity-check matrix H,'(K) of a code V obtained on the ith step as a parity-check matrix a,' of a starting code V, for the (i + 1)th step. In this process, we may consider the same starting code V,, with distinct values of 1, to use both Case Al and Case A2 and different variants of these cases. (See, (2.7), Remark 2.2, and Examples 4.2, 5.1, 5.6.) Estimates of I and h(Hl(K), 1) for new codes V are important for the remarked iterative process. We give these estimates in Theorem 3. , such estimates are not described.)
We introduce notations for submatrices of matrix H:(K) in (2.10):
We denote by L(f) the union of columns of all submatrices L; having the same indicator bi = f, where i E {l, Q}, f E p. Let W" be a parity-check matrix of the [2" -1,2" -1 -ml1 Hamming code containing all nonzero columns of length m. Let y, w, d E GF(2") be columns of this matrix. Denote by W," the matrix W" with column y omitted. Example 2.5: The matrix D6 is obtained by ADS of two Hamming codes: Let U 4 (rr, ui;.., uR)", rr E GF(2"), ui E GF(2*), i = 1, R, i.e., U is a column of GF(2'), r = s + mR. Proofs of the equality R, = R in Theorem 3.1-5.1 are based on Fact 2.1. We should represent any column U as a sum of at most R columns of matrix H:(K). The basic idea of the proof lies in the following. Let r = 'pi1 + ... + 'pj,, where 'pi,;.., 4, belong to distinct subsets of K and R 2 z > 0. Then by definition of matrix H,'(K) (see (2.10)), all indicators b,l,..+, bj, are distinct. This allows us to solve some system of .z linear equations and to find z columns (one column of each submatrix L;,;.., Lfz) such that their sum S coincides with U in z elements u,~;*., uTZ. If R > z, we add R -z columns of submatrix ?l to the sum S. The added columns contain zeros in positions corresponding to u,,;.', u,~. If 1, = 0, then for r = 0 we have z = 0. For Case Al in the situation 1, = 0, the submatrix DC"" is a parity-check matrix of a code with covering radius R. For Case A2 when 7~ = 0 (and in some other situations), we calculate some indicator b[ and use the sum of two columns of submatrix L;. The indicator b6 always exists since /3 = GF(2m) U { *} \ T.
The new codes V are normal by Theorem 32 of [6] , which shows that if a linear binary code has length n I 12, or minimal distance d I 3, or covering radius R I 2, then this code is normal. We show that codes V with R = 3,4 have d = 3. We can use codes V in construction ADS [lo] .
For some examples in Sections III-V, we tested codes using a computer. For most of these examples there are proofs based on Fact 2.1. To save space we omit these proofs. For short we may write H,' instead of H:(K).
For R = 2,3,4, we write mR by 2m,3m,4m.
If in a column sum S representing a column U some summand is equal to the zero column, then this summand is treated to be absent. In summands of the form (cpf,O, w)", (0, 0, w, 0)': etc., the value of w is defined by context. III. CODES WITH COVERING RADIUS R = 2 Theorem 3.1: Let a starting code V, be a [Q, Q -s]2,0 code with a parity-check matrix a," of the form (2.9). Let K be a IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 40, NO. 4, JULY 1994 (Z,O)-sufficient partition of Cp" into h(@',O; K) subsets. We V,, V,, V, for m = 2,3,4, respectively. Directly using Case Al of define a new code V by a parity-check matrix H,'(K) of the (3.1) and (3.3) with m = 2, we design a [26, 18] Proof: We prove Cases Al and A2 considering examples of representation for columns U = (v, ui, ~~1~' E GF(2'), 7r E GF(2S), ui, u2 E GF(2m).
1) TT = 'p, + 'pi; 'pi and 4 belong to distinct subsets of K; bi # bj.
Cases Al and A2: Let bi, bj # * . We find x and y solving the system x@/-r + yb;-' = ug , 6 = 1,2. Now U = (cp,, n, xbijfr + (Cpj, Y, Ybj)".
Case Al: bj = *. U = (pi, ul, u1 bi)" + ((pi, 0, iv)", w = u1 bi + u2.
2) rr= vi. To estimate h(H;(K),O), we partition columns of H;(K) (except submatrix V{> in accordance with the partition K of matrix Cp": if columns cpi, 'pj of @' belong to distinct subsets of K, then columns of submatrices Li, L; belong to distinct subsets of the partition of H;(K). For definiteness we assume that the first (resp., second) subset does not contain submatrices Li with bi = 0 (resp., bi = *>. Taking into account the case r = (oi, we inscribe the columns of Vc of the form (0, 0, w)" (resp., (0, w, Ojtr in the first (resp., second) subset. To estimate h(H;(K),O), we obtain 2 x 2'?' subsets partitioning every union L(f > in two subsets such that the first subset contains all columns ,of the form (cp,, 0, Ojtr and the second subset contains the rest of the columns. The (2 x 2"' + 11th subset consists of columns of qi. From the considered representations of U, it follows that these partitions of H;(K) and H,'(K) are (2,0)-sufficient.
By Theorem 32 of [6] , the code V is normal since it has R = 2. 0 Note that Case Al corresponds to condition 2 of Theorems 2 and 4 in [7] .
Example 3.1: In the first step of an iterative process, the [5,1]2,0 code with the parity-check matrix @: of (2.1) is a starting code V, with h(@;,O) = 5. We design three new codes In the second step, the condition Q 2 2" 2 h(@", 0; K) holds for m = 3,4, m = 4,5, and m = 5,6 if a starting code is VI, V,, and V,, respectively. We obtain codes C,, C, with n = 215,431, r = 14,16, h(H,', 0) I 17,33 (for starting code VI and m = 3,4), codes C,, C, with n = 863,1727, r = 18,20 (for starting code V, and m = .4,5), and codes C,, C, with n = 3455,6911, r = 22,24 (for starting code V, and m = 5,6).
Take a [f(s), f(s) -s]2,0 code with s = 2k 2 8 as a starting code for Case A2 with m = p. We obtain a [f(r), f(r) -r]2,0 code C with r = 2t, t = Al. f k, h(H;(K),O) I 2 X 2* + 1. We next use C as a starting code for Case A2 with m = M. The inequality in (3.2) has the form 27 X 2'-4 -1 > 2M 2 2 X 2' + 1. It holds for M = p + 2, t. Using these values of M, we construct t -p -1 = k -1 new [f( p), f( p) -p]2,0 codes Y with p=2r,r=t+p+f2,2t.Sincek24,codesYwithr= 2t -1,2t will always be obtained. So, if we have a series of codes C with t = a, 2a -2, we can design a sequence of codes Y with T = 2a -1,4a -4. Now we can take this sequence of codes Y as starting codes and obtain a series of new [f(r), f(r) -r]2,0 codes with r = 2t, t = 4a -3,8a -8, etc. Codes Cr;.., C, designed in the second step form a required series of codes C with t = 7,12. So, we proved that the considered iterative process forms an infinite family of [n, n -r]2,0 codes with R = 2, r = 2t, t t 4, n = 27 X 2'p4 -1, p,(2) = 1.4238 (see (1.3) ).
Really we obtain also codes Y with r I 2 t -2 and can construct for the described family different codes with the same parameters.
Remark 3.1: Taking the [4,1]2,0 code of (2.6) as a starting code and directly using Case A2, we can design codes with R=2, r=2t-127, r#9,13,17,25,33, n=5~2'-~-1, VOL. 40, NO. 4, JULY 1994 1275 that have the same parameters as the codes of [9] . But these codes and the codes of [9] differ in structure.
IV. CODES WIT COVERING RADIUS R = 3
Denote by A'" a parity-check matrix of a code with covering radius R = 2 and codimension r = 2m. Let A,, be the length of this code.
Theorem 4.1: Let a starting code V, be a [Q, Q -s]3,1, code with parity-check matrix @' of the form (2.9). Let K be a (3, @-sufficient partition of @" into h(aS, 1,; K) subsets. We define a new code V by a parity-check matrix H:(K) of the form (2.10), where indicator set p (see (2.11)), parameter m, and submatrix 0,"" are chosen by one of the following ways:
Case Al:
ii) I,=l, P G GF(2"), 2" r h(CaS, 1; K), Proof: We prove Cases Al and A2 considering examples of representation for columns U = (rr, ui, u2, u~)~', rr E GF(2S), ul, u2, u3 E GF(2m). 1) r = pi + pj + 40,; cpi, q!, and (Pi belong to distinct subsets of K; bi, bj, and b, are distinct.
Cases Al i-Aliii, A2: Let b,, bj, b, # *. We find x, y, z solving the system xbf-l + ybj"-' + zbkfi-' = ug, 6 = 1,2,3. Now U = (cp,, x, xbbi, xb?)" + (9. y ye ybs)tr + (cpk, z, zbk, zb;)". If b, = * , the system takes the form xb>-' + yb,6-' = ug, s = 1,2, and the third summand is ( qok, 0, 0, w)".
2) Z-= 'p, + 'pj; cpi and qj belong to distinct subsets of K; bi ,# bj. If bi, bj f *, then U = (qi, x, xbi, xbF)rr + (q,, y, ybj, ybj2)t" + F, where X, y are a solution of the system xb?-' . +ybj"-' = ug, 6 = 2, .7) is similar. Since h(@s, 1,) 2 R = 3, we have m 2 2 in Cases Ali and Alii. Clearly, for m 2 2 the zero column is a sum of three columns of Wm, every column of W" is a sum of two columns of W", and every column of the submatrix Li is a sum of three columns of it. Hence, we have 1 2 1 in (4.5) and 1 = 2 in (4.6) and (4.8). In (4.7) we have 1 = 2 since I, = 2. For m 2 2, the new code V has minimal distance d = 3 (see W" in (4.1)-(4.4)). By Theorem 32 of [6] , an [n, rz -r] The first code of the family uses the parity-check matrix H:f of the [53,43]2,0 code obtained in Example 3.1 as matrix A2m. We tested using a computer that this first code is an [820, 794] 3,2 code with h( H1206,) I 820, h(Hf$, 0) I 33. We use it as V, for Case A2, m = 5,9, and Case Aliii, m 2 10. Thus we obtain a IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON INFORMATION THEORY, VOL. 40, NO. 4, JULY 1994 family of [n, II -r]3,2 codes with R = 3, r = 3t -1, t 2 14, Example 4.6: V, is the [ll, 4] 3,1 code of Example 4.3. We n = 821 x 2'-9 -1, p(3) = 1.3744 (see (1.4) ).
construct a (3,1)-sufficient partition for matrix Hi as follows: Example 4.3: V, is the [5,1]3,1 code with parity-check matrix {h,];.., Ih&, {h,L{h,, h,, h,,,, h,,] . h(Hi, 1) I 8. We take m = 4, @i, h(@&O) I 3 (see Examples 2.1 and 2.4). We use Case A2, p = {0, Q, 02, a2 + (Y, (Ye, a3 + (Y, a3 + (Ye, a3 + o2 + a}, (Y m = 1,2, and obtain an [ll, 4] 3,1 code with the parity-check is a primitive element of GF (24), matrix 0 1 11 00 00 00 oo7 0 ; 00 11 00 00 00 y (0001)" (4.17) = = (Yo.
0 ' 00 00 11 00 11 Hi = 0 I 00 00 00 11 11 = Ih, ... h,,l, 0 I 01 01 00 00 00 We tested using a computer that a [205, 186] 100 000 00 00 11 01 010 000 00 00 11 10 001 000 00 01 01 01 000 100 00 01 01 10 000 010 00 10 01 01 000 001 00 10 01 10 000 000 10 11 10 01 000 000 01 11 10 10 cpi E GF(28), i = 1,14. Now we consider some special forms of submatrix 0,"" and p.
Let K be a partition of a8 of the form {vi, vi+ r], i = 1,3,5,13, {(pi}, j = 7,12. We tested using a computer that K is (3,0)-sufficient. Take (23). We tested using a computer that [126, 109] 3,2 code is obtained. Theorem 5.1: Let a starting code V, be a [Q, Q -s]4,1, code with a parity-check matrix @' of the form (2.9). Let K be a (4, lo)-sufficient partition of a," into h(W, 1,; K) subsets. We introduce the notation ho A h(DS, 1,; K). We define a new code V by a parity-check matrix H,'(K) of the form (2.10), where indicator set /3 (see (2.11)) parameter m, and submatrix 0,"" are chosen by one of the following ways:
Case Al: Proof: We prove Cases Al and A2 considering examples of representation for columns U = (v, ul, ZQ, u3, uJ", r E GF(2S), ul, u2, u3, u4 E GF(2'9. 1) rr = qi f 'pj f (Pk f 'Pp; Cpi, 'pi, (Pk, and 'Pp belong to distinct subsets of K; bi, 4, b,, and bp are distinct.
Cases Ali-Aliu, A2j-A2jjj: Let bi, b,, b,, b, # *. We find x, y, z, and t solving the system xb!-' + yb:-' + zbj-l + tb:-' = us, S = 1,4. U = (cp,, x, xb,, xbf, xb,3)" + ((pi, y, yb,, ybf, ybj)"' + (cpk, z, zb,, zb;, zb:)" + (cp,, t, tb,,tb;, tb;)': If bp = * (Cases Alii and A2j), the system contains three equations. In the representation of U, the fourth summand is ( qP, 0, 0, 0, VV)~~.
2, T = pi + 4 ' 'Pk; qi, qj, and 'pk belong to distinct subsets of K; bi, bj and b, are distinct.
Let b,, bj, b, # * . We find x, y, and z solving the system T of three equations xbf-l + yb;-' + zbj-' = ug. Now U = (qi> X, Xbi, Xbb, 2, Xb31tr ' ((Pi, Y> Ybj, Yb/', Yb; It" f (pk> Z> Zbk, zbi, zb:) 3) r = 'pi + 'pj; cpi and 'pj belong to distinct subsets of K; bj # b,. Here we do not consider Case Aliv. Let b,,bj # *. We solve the system xbf-1 + yb;-' = u6, where 6 = 1,2, for Cases Ali, A2j, A2jj; S = 2,3 for Case Aliii; S = 1,4 for Cases Alii, A2jjj (if m is odd, then b: # b,3). Now U = (cpi, x, xb,, xbf, xbL?)t' + ( qj, y, yb,, yb,?, yb,?)fr + P, where P is a sum of at most two columns of llry. If bj = * (Cases Alii, A2j), then U = ((oi, u1, uIbi, u, bz, zqb; Y' + ((pi, 0, 0, 0, w) Cases A2j, A2jj: u, # 0. We can always find bE = u2/u1. Now U= (~~,O,O,O,O)f'+(~~,u1,u2,u,b~,u~b~) Case A2jjj: u1 # 0. Since for odd m any element of GF(2") is a cube, we can always find bc such that b: = uq/ul. Then U = (c~g,O,O,0,0)~~ + (cp, , ul, ulb5, uIb~, uJ' + P, where P is a sum of at most two columns of Vi3 corresponding to submatrix A'".
Estimates IEEE TRANSACTIONS  ON INFORMATION  THEORY, VOL. 40, NO. 4, JULY 1994 Since h(@', I,) 2 R = 4, we have m 2 2 for all Cases Al and A2. Moreover, for Cases Alii and Azjjj, where m is odd, we have m 2 3.
For m r 3, we consider partitions P3 and P4 of a union L( f >. For P3, the first (resp., second) subset consists of columns ((pi, ei,eif, eif2, eif3 )@ with ei = 0,l (resp., ei = LY, a'), and the third subset is the rest of the columns. Here 0, I, cy E GF(2m), and (Y is a primitive element. The first and the second subsets of P4 are the same as the first and the second subsets of P3, the third subset contains columns with ei = (Y + I, and the fourth subset is the rest of the columns. It can be verified directly that both partitions P3 and P4 allow us to represent any column of L(f) by a sum of three columns of distinct subsets. Also, P4 permits us to represent any column of the form (0, ei, ei f, ... >tr by a sum of four columns of distinct subsets. Now we introduce the partition P, of the column set of the matrix W? the first (resp., second) subset consists of only the column (0 ... 01)" (resp., (0 ... OIO)", and the third subset is the rest of the columns. Any column of W" is a sum of two columns of distinct subsets. Besides, in W*, we have three linearly dependent columns of distinct subsets.
We consider Case Ali (see (5.8)). Since 1, = 2 > 0, columns of ?\Ir;, occur in representations of U together with columns of submatrices LI. For m 2 2, any column of Ll is a sum of three columns of this submatrix. Hence 1 = 3. Let 1 PI = ha, m 2 3. To estimate h(H;,(K), 3), we use P3 for every union L(f) and obtain 3h, subsets. In addition, every submatrix W" in Vll defines one subset. Properties of P3 show that the described partition of H{,(K) is (4,3)-sufficient. The Case Alii is similar.
For Case A2j (see (5.1111, columns of Vi1 can occur in representations of U without columns of L:. To estimate h(H,',(K), 31, we use P4 for unions L(f) and P, for every submatrix Wm in Vi,. We obtain 4(2" + I) + 9 subsets. Properties of P4, P, show that 1 = 3, and this partition of H&(K) is (4,3)-sufficient.
If, e.g., U = (0, ul, u,bC, u,bi, uIb2jt', u1 f 0, then we represent U by a sum of four columns of distinct subsets. Now we consider Case A2j for 1 = 2. We partition every union L(f) into two subsets as in Theorem 3.1. We use P, for one of the submatrices W" in q&. Other submatrices Wm define two subsets. We obtained a (4,2)-sufficient partition of 2(2" + 1) + 5 subsets. Case A2jj is similar.
Since 0,""' contains submatrix Wm, and we always have m 2 2, the code V has minimal distance d = 3 and is normal by Theorem 32 of [6] . [190, 16614, 3, [381, 35314, 3, [765, 73314, 3, and [1533,1497] 4,3 codes. Now V, is the [9,2]4,2 code of Example 2.2. By Case Ali, m = 4, and Case Aliii, m = 5,6, we design [174,15114,3, [349,32214,3, and [701,670] Finally, let V, be the [990, 956] 4,3 code. Using Case Aliv, m 2 7, we obtain an infinite family of [n, n -r]4,3 codes with parameters R = 4, r = 4t -2, t = 9, t 2 16, n = 991 X 21e9 -1, p(4) = 2.3392 (see (1.5)).
Example 5.6: Further r = 4t -3. The 9 X 13 parity-check matrix -., 0,l) in the geometry PG (R -1,2"?. 0:" corresponds to two points of the line PG(1,2"), matrix 0;"' corresponds to one point of the line, the claim p = GF(2m) means that we require availability of the rest of the points, and finally, in the proof we generate the line with the help of two points. In Theorem 4.1, three noncolinear points span a plane. Case Aliii uses the oval in PG (2,2? of 2" + 2 points [14] , etc. A similar approach can be used for Theorem 5.1.
